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Overview of ECP DAO Applications

Focus: Applications that employ modern data analysis and machine learning techniques as a 
fundamental component of understanding and predictability

Project PI Description

CANDLE Rick Stevens, ANL Accelerate and Translate Cancer Research

ExaBiome Kathy Yelick, LBNL Improve Understanding of the Microbiome

ExaFEL Amedeo Perazzo, Stanford Light Source-Enabled Analysis of Molecular Structure

ExaSGD Slaven Peles, PNNL Reliable and Efficient Planning of the Power Grid
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How different are DAO applications?

DAO applications represent new challenges for HPC systems

• Large-scale data-driven computations

• Kernels for sparse, irregular computations, etc.

ECP DAO applications are less mature than other ECP applications, but what have we learned?

• How relevant are performance portable abstraction layers?

• Do these applications exhibit new bottlenecks?

• Are these applications well-suited for GPU parallelism?

• Do these applications leverage novel libraries and low-level kernels?
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Challenge Problem: Training for Deep Learning
• Demonstrate improved training throughput on pilot 

projects

Stretch Goal: Transformer Modeling Framework
• Scalable training and evaluation of transformer-based 

models for DOE applications

CANDLE:
CANcer Distributed Learning Environment
Goal: Develop an exascale deep learning 
environment for cancer
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CANDLE Challenge Problem: Training for Deep Learning

• Runs done on Summit from 10% to full machine

• CANDLE is running two benchmark codes (Uno and P3B4) 
that represent Pilot1 and Pilot3 

• CANDLE FOM is throughput rate measured in “models trained 
per hour”
– Benchmark end-to-end workflow that trains 100,000’s of these 

models with different datasets with complex pattern of reuse of 
intermediate partially trained models/layers

660.01 =
2

1
931.04 +

1
511.2

𝟏𝟎𝟕. 𝟐 =
660.01 (summit)
8.05 (titan)

CANDLE KPP

Pilot1 Pilot3
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CANDLE Summary

• Performance portability
– Strongly leverage Keras, TensorFlow and PyTorch frameworks
– GPU kernels interfaced through these frameworks

• Performance bottlenecks
– Detailed breakdown of opportunities for performance improvement (HW, SW, Algs, Runtime)

• GPU parallelism
– Strongly leveraging dense linear algebra kernels
– Exploiting advanced features like matrix multiply acceleration and mixed-precision

• Key dependencies
– Strongly dependent on performance of vendor libraries
– Working closely with vendors to ensure portability and performance of TensorFlow and PyTorch
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ExaBiome:
Exascale Solutions to Microbiome Analysis

How do microbes affect disease 
and growth of switchgrass for 

biofuels?

What happens to microbes 
after a wildfire?

Challenge Problem: Metagenomic Assembly
• Find species, genes and relative abundance in microbial communities

Stretch Goal: Metagenome Analysis
• Improve understanding of tree of life for microbes; aid in identifying gene function
• Track microbiome over time or space, changes in environment, etc. 
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ExaBiome Challenge Problem: Metagenomic Assembly
MetaHipMer: metagenomic sequence assembly for short reads

GPU Kernels: alignment 
(implemented), local assembly, 

k-mer analysis

MetaHipMer Approach: distributed hash tables, graph 
algorithms and other discrete algorithms
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ExaBiome Summary

• Performance portability
– Extensive use of UPC++
– CUDA and HIP implementations of GPU kernels

• Performance bottlenecks
– Graph traversals require communication that is latency sensitive
– Extensive use of UPC++ RPCs

• GPU parallelism
– Computation mainly string manipulation, which is challenging for GPU kernels
– Challenges finding suitable kernels that are big performance wins

• Key dependencies
– UPC++, GASNET (developed by Pagoda ECP project)
– PISA (developed with ExaGraph ECP project), combBLAS
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FEL Data Challenge:
● Ultrafast X-ray pulses from LCLS are used 

like flashes from a high-speed strobe light, 
producing stop-action movies of atoms and 
molecules

● Both data processing and scientific 
interpretation demand intensive 
computational analysis

LCLS-II will increase data throughput by three 
orders of magnitude by 2025, creating an 
exceptional scientific computing challenge

ExaFEL:
Data Analytics for High Repetition Rate Free Electron Lasers

Challenge Problem:
● Serial Femtosecond Crystallography (SFX): 

using x-ray tracing in nanocrystallography 
reconstruction

Stretch Goals:
● Single Particle Imaging (SPI): 

simultaneously determine conformational 
states, orientations, intensity, and phase 
from single particle diffraction images

● Real Time End-to-end Workflows: automate 
the coordination of resources to execute 
end-to-end workflows from SLAC to NERSC
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ExaFEL Challenge Problem: X-ray Crystallography (SFX)

Science Goal: enable the time-domain 
"movie" of an enzymatic reaction 

Photosystem II protein complex:
2H2O → O2+ 4H+ + 4e--
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Performance Goal: analyze LCLS-II 
data in near real time: 1.6 TB/s

diffBragg

Forward 
simulation of 
diffraction images

nanoBragg

Inverse problem: 
first-derivative of 
model likelihood 
given the data 

Compare simulation
and data

Improved estimates

GPU kernel

SFX Approach: apply L-BFGS to estimate 
structural parameters from diffraction data
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ExaFEL Summary

• Performance portability
– SFX kernels initially developed in CUDA, and HIP translations appear satisfactory
– The team is considering the use of Kokkos for performance portability

• Performance bottlenecks
– Resource orchestration is a key challenge for SFX applications
– This is a stretch goal for ExaFEL that involves partnerships with SLAC and NERSC
– Filtering LCLS data is also critical to enable high quality, near real-time analysis

• GPU parallelism
– Possible data-driven load imbalance issues

• Key dependencies
– Legion’s task-based parallelism is well-suited for SFX, but MPI works well
– The ExaFEL stretch goal, single particle imaging, requires nonuniform inverse FFT libraries
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Power Grid Planning:
● State-of-the-art: security constrained DC 

optimal power flow to minimize generation 
cost given failure in any single component 
using linearized model

Challenges:
● Model with more accurate physics, using 

nonlinear AC models
● Model with a large number of security 

constraints to account for variable 
generation and renewables penetration

● Model ramping of dispatchable generators 
to manage generation variability

ExaSGD:
Optimizing Stochastic Grid Dynamics at Exascale

Challenge Problem:
● Security Constrained AC Optimal Power 

Flow: Allows for higher power flows over 
existing transmission corridors and, 
therefore, lower cost, while ensuring 
network is not under the risk of voltage 
collapse.

Stretch Goal:
● Multiperiod Stochastic SC ACOPF: Find the 

optimal sequence of recovery steps for 
frequency restoration after a severe 
contingency.
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Security Constrained AC Optimal Power Flow

Tailored Dense Application 
Representation

HiOp Approach: tailored two-stage nonlinear 
optimization to exploit dense GPU kernels
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ExaSGD Summary

• Performance portability
– Successfully ported kernels to GPU using RAJA and Umpire hardware abstractions

• Performance bottlenecks
– Two-stage problem decomposition enables separate analyses for different security constraints
– This approach may converge more slowly than interior-point methods

• GPU parallelism
– Sparse linear solvers needed for interior-point methods are not currently available
– These limitations forced the team to reconsider their algorithmic approach

• Key dependencies
– The team is working with Magma and STRUMPACK developers to highlight numerical bottlenecks
– The team is using Julia for their stretch goal, and partnering with Julia devs on GPU support
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Conclusions and Observations

• Performance portability
– Existing performance portability abstraction techniques appear well-suited for DAO applications

• Performance bottlenecks
– Data management and movement is a key challenge, and on-node memory can be constraining
– Novel data science applications are likely to have unexpected bottlenecks

• GPU parallelism
– Half of the DAO applications have seen non-trivial challenges developing GPU kernels

• Key dependencies
– Most of the DAO applications have critical dependencies that are shared with few other ECP applications
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A Final Thought on Usability for Production Science

ECP teams have focused on specific performance and science demonstrations

Thus, some teams have not focused on general-purpose capabilities
– Half of the DAO projects have software stacks tailored for their specific application demonstrations

Challenge: generalizing these capabilities to catalyze agile solution of the next DAO applications
– Example: ExaSGD hard-coded power grid model equations in C++
– Impact: This limits the agility of the team to quickly solve problem variants
– Idea: The ExaSGD team is exploring the use of Julia to support rapid prototyping of new applications


